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Another series of “Strictly 
Come Dancing” is almost 
upon us, in which, for each 

dance featured, Brucie will turn 
to “head judge Len Goodman” 
and ask him for a summary and 
what we should expect. While 
most viewers have a vague idea 
that the paso doble is based on 
the Spanish bullfi ght, the samba 
is all about Brazilian carnival 

and the Viennese waltz is one 
of the most traditional ballroom 
dances (as well as the one most 
likely to make you dizzy), when 
these dances evolved and 
how they came to be known 
as “the standard ten” is 
more elusive information.

Dance Today has the 
answer, in the form of a new 
eleven-part series (including 
this introduction) exploring the 
dances in depth, from their 
origins and characteristics to 
the music, infl uences and key 
fi gures. The next time Len praises 
a fl eckerl or criticises celebrities 
for sloppy voltas, you’ll be able to 
nod knowingly from your sofa.

But how did these ten 
dances (waltz, foxtrot, 

tango, quickstep, 
Viennese 
waltz, cha cha 
cha, samba, 
rumba, paso 

doble and jive) 
gain such global 
prominence? The 

simple answer 
is that they were 

recorded by a group 
of dance teachers in 

England in 1968, but their 
development began much earlier.

“The oldest of the standard 
ten dances is the Viennese 
waltz,” explains the World 
DanceSport Federation’s (WDSF) 
Heidi Goetz. “It was originally 
danced in the countryside in 
the Alps, and was actually 
banned by the Prussian court 
because it was too ‘wild’.”

 Despite (or perhaps because 
of) its insalubrious reputation, 
it became extremely popular, 
replacing the prevalent 
sequence dances, in which 
dancers were independent 
of one another and had more 
interaction with onlookers. 

“Viennese was also one of 
the fi rst styles to be danced 
competitively, from the end of the 
19th century,” observes Heidi. 
“We have records of competitions 
such as the Viennese Dance 
Derby in 1918 and the World 

Dance Championship in Viennese 
Waltz in 1934. By 1938, 
Viennese waltz was standard in 
German dance competitions.”

Gary McDonald, executive 
board member of the World 
Dance Council’s (WDC) 
Dancesport division, notes that 
the waltz has variations 
in each country, 
“from France’s 

walt and Austria’s linder to 
Czechoslovakia’s folk dance the 
furiant”. Viennese waltz is, 
therefore, an evolution of 
existing dances rather 
than an entirely new 
style, a pattern that’s 
repeated with many 
of the standard 
ten dances. The 
slow waltz is, of 
course, a variation 
on the Viennese, 
developed in 
England towards 
the end of the 19th 
century, inspired by the 

“Boston” waltz of the 1820s.
Tango began in Argentina, 

but what we know as ballroom 
tango is a version of the 
traditional dance developed in 
Paris and then in England. 

Quickstep is a combination 
of popular elements from 

the 1920s, including the 
Charleston, the shag, the 

one-step and the chase, 
and was also infl uenced 

by foxtrot, an emerging 
dance that took 

its name – and 
infl uence – from 

vaudeville actor 
Harry Fox a 
few years 

earlier, in 1914.

On the Latin side, rumba 
and cha cha cha were 

discovered in Cuba by dance 
teacher Pierre Zurcher-Margolle 
in 1947, who brought the styles 
back to the UK. While paso 
doble is clearly infl uenced by the 
Spanish bullfi ght, it was actually 
danced by the French infantry 
in the 19th century, thus the 
fi gures are written in French. 

Samba, conversely, is known 
as the Brazilian carnival dance, 
but also incorporates African 
rhythms. It was popularised 
in Europe at the beginning 
of the 19th century.

Introducing a new Dance Today series, Marianka 
Swain fi nds out when the “standard ten” dances 
originated and how they became known around 
the world as the main competition styles
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“The oldest of the standard ten dances is 
the Viennese waltz,” explains the World 
DanceSport Federation’s (WDSF) Heidi Goetz. 
“It was originally danced in the countryside 
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Domenico Soale and 
Gioia Cerasoli dance 

the Viennese waltz

Arunas Bizokas and 
Katusha Demidova
dance the waltz

Mirko Gozzoli and 
Edita Daniute

dance the tango

Giampiero Giannico 
and Anna Mikhed 
dance the foxtrot 
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The last of the standard ten 
dances to be developed was 
the jive, which came out of 
the US in the 1930s, and has 
variations such as the boogie 
woogie, jitterbug, swing and 
lindy hop. It was brought over 
to the UK by American soldiers 
during World War II and then 
developed as a competition form.

The idea of grouping some 
of these dances for competition 
began as early as 1913, 
explains Heidi: “Heinz Pollack 
recorded them for German dance 
competitions, and he also set out 
criteria such as rhythm, bodylines, 
technique and overall impression. 

However, 
more detailed 
technique was 

later recorded 
in the defi nitive 

books, Walter Laird’s 
Technique of Latin 
Dancing and Alex 
Moore’s The Ballroom 
Technique.”

Competitor, 
judge and teacher 
Alex Moore was 
instrumental in the 

global spread of the 
standard dances (which 

did not include jive at this 
point). From 1932, he issued 
the Alex Moore Monthly Letter 
Service, a ballroom periodical, 
which included news, advice 

and reports. Crucially, the 
periodical was published 
in over 40 countries and 
translated into several 
languages, thus one 
defi nitive version of 
the standard dances 
began to be recognised 

around the world. He followed 
that up with his Ballroom 
Technique in 1948, for which 
he devised the chart format 
giving clear descriptions 
of dance fi gures.

Three-time World 
Professional Latin 
Dance Champion 
Walter Laird won 
his titles in 
1962–4 and 
subsequently 
became a leading 
coach. His fi rst 
edition of Technique 
of Latin Dancing 
was written in a 
descriptive format 

in 1961, but in 1972, he changed 
it to a tabular form in order to 
show the results of his analysis 
of Latin dance. This precision 
was key in formally establishing 
the rules, styles and crucial 
elements of the fi ve Latin dances. 

The globalisation of the 
mid-20th century was a key 
factor in the standardisation 
of these dances, with widely 
published volumes, ease of 
travel and faster communication 
meaning developments in 
one country could be quickly 
broadcast to several others.

In 1968, jive was offi cially 
recognised as the tenth standard 
dance after the development of a 
competition version of the social 
dance in England. At 
that point, the dances 
were all more or less 

the “ballroom” versions we’re used 
to seeing in competition today.

  In addition, the establishment 
of offi cial global ballroom 
organisations allowed teachers 
and judges to enforce rules about 

the set dances. 
The WDSF 
has its 

roots in the 
Federation 

Internationale de 
Danse pour Amateurs, 

founded in Prague 
in 1935, which then 
became the International 
Council of Amateur 
Dancers in Germany in 
1957, the International 
DanceSport Federation 
in 1990 and fi nally 
the World DanceSport 
Federation in 2011.

 The WDC began 
as the International 
Council of Ballroom 
Dancing in Edinburgh in 
1950, with the primary 
objective of agreeing 

the basis for holding 
world championships in 

competitive ballroom dancing.
One of those elements 

was a judging system, which 
had fi rst been adopted by the 
Offi cial Board of Ballroom 
Dancing in 1947. “It’s based 
on the system used for fi gure 
skating,” explains Gary. “The 
basic idea is that there are 11 
rules, which determine the 
winner and subsequent 

placings in the fi nal. The 
winner is the couple placed 
fi rst by a majority of judges.”

The choice of skating as 
an inspiration was key, as 

ballroom falls between an art 
form and a sport in terms of its 
adherence to certain physical 
rules combined with subjective 
artistry. One of the challenges 
in collating these very different 
dances was fi nding a way 
to judge them all and also 
standardising the judging so that 
it wouldn’t favour competitors 
from certain countries.

Again, this is where the 
increase in globalisation 
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Zoran Plohl and 
Tatsiana Lahvinovich

dance the paso doble

Peter and Kristina 
Stokkebroe dance the rumba

Domenico Soale and 
Gioia Cerasoli dance 

the quickstep

Andrej Skufca and 
Melinda dance 
the cha cha cha 

Peter and Kristina 
Stokkebroe dance the rumba
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could be followed around 
the world. These guidelines 
could then be regulated 
by the international dance 
organisations, making the judging 
system fair and transparent.

It’s worth noting that our 
standard ten is not completely 
universal, however, as there is 
another type of categorisation 
in the US known as “American 
smooth” and “American rhythm”. 
While the “smooth” dances are the 
same as the fi ve ballroom dances 
in the International style, there 
are different rules when it comes 
to open and closed positions. 

The “rhythm” dances differ 
from the Latin dances, as they 
include cha cha cha and rumba, 
but instead of paso doble and 
jive, the standard dances are 

East Coast swing, bolero and 
mambo, with samba and West 
Coast swing sometimes included.

The US version of “Strictly”, 
“Dancing with the Stars”, uses a 
mixture of our standard ten 
and this American-
style dancing 
– which might 
explain judge Len 
Goodman’s complaints about 
new-fangled choreography. 

However, the standard 
ten are still prominent on the 
show, and this globalisation of 
ballroom in the media 
ensures that, as 
well as competitors 
adhering to the 
standard dances, 
generations of 
the general public jive, the standard dances are 

but instead of paso doble and 
jive, the standard dances are 

generations of generations of 
the general public the general public the general public the general public 

– including keen armchair dance 
critics – can learn about and 
appreciate this perfect ten. ●

Our series on the standard 
ten begins next issue 
with Zoë Anderson’s 
exploration of the waltz. 
Marianka Swain’s blog 
“Strictly speaking” will 
be back on www.dance-
today.co.uk this autumn.

Andrej Skufca 
and Melinda 
dance the samba  

Riccardo Cocchi 
and Yulia

Zagoruychenko 
dance the jive


